Are you planning to enrich your garden with a pergola, conservatory or terrace?
If yes, then be sure not to miss this year’s FOR GARDEN Trade Fair!
Your garden is an additional room of your home and at the same time also a relaxation area.
In order to be able to use this place almost all year round regardless of the weather, now you have several
possibilities of how to fulfil your dream. This year, the FOR GARDEN Trade Fair brings you the historically largest
number of exhibitors of all the editions of this trade fair, focused on the sector of pergolas, terraces, conservatories,
shading technology and all related components, which simultaneously presented their products and services on
such an occasion.
So, please come and discuss your wishes with experts who can help you to choose the right product for you so that
you can feel comfortably in your garden throughout the entire year.
As far as this year’s trade fair edition is concerned, the offer of participating firms will satisfy both natural material
lovers and those preferring rather materials featuring easy maintenance and long-term lifetime.
MARON CZ will offer the BRERA pergola representing the latest and most perfect generation of the movable
MARON pergolas. Each of these pergolas is manufactured on a tailor-made basis in a selected colour and design,
exactly in such a way that it can match your house, terrace or outdoor sitting.
In the exposition of WPC – WOODPLASTIC you can see a complete product range of WoodPlastic terrace and
fence boards which are manufactured in the Czech Republic on the basis of the U.S. licence “Strandex”. These
products guarantee the highest quantity and top design exactly for all the life.
The trade fair will offer also products and services of Hobbytec CZ with an offer of their own production of
conservatories and pergolas.
The AZ Ekotherm company has been operating in our market for more than twenty years.
During its existence it has become the largest Czech manufacturer of conservatories and historical coupled windows.
REGUTEC is a leading European manufacturer of a wide range of products of recycled rubber, featuring a wide range
of use not only for your terraces and balconies, but also for children’s playgrounds and sports areas.
The France-based company SILVADEC SA has been the first company processing wood composites in Europe
since 2001. At the trade fair, they will present a wide range of design products for outdoor use.
KAVEO operates in the Czech Republic as a distributor of the Finnis system known as Lumon and offers a new
standard of terrace glazing systems. This is a frameless system with an extraordinary design making it possible to
simply open all the glass panes.
Already on a traditional basis you can find at the trade fair also the exhibitor known as terrasystems czech – a seller
of premium German terrace system “biwood” made of WPC innovative materials, this time newly with their business
partner ZNAČKOVÁ OKNA PRAHA, a supplier of unique aluminium pergolas and canopies.
Terasy EXPERT will not be missing either, and they will present unique materials for terraces with a unique warranty
period of 25 years and 10 years for colour stability.
If you are supporters of materials featuring a long lifetime and also an elegant design, remember to visit the
exposition of ALUDŘEVO, whose product “Alubky” (aluminium floorboards with a wood imitation) won the Grand
Prix award at the last year’s trade fair edition.
Be sure to get familiar also with the news and innovations of FASÁDY & TERASY, specialised in direct imports,
deliveries and assemblies of exterior materials.
An innovation has been Buzon BRS since last year – a system for the laying of large-format paving systems onto
aluminium profiles.
If you choose a terrace grooved plate of the Traplast material, you can be sure that your terrace floor will not rot
away in any case. This product will be offered to you by TRANSFORM from Lázně Bohdaneč.
You can use it in any place where you do not want to take care of demanding materials made of exotic woods or
where extremely humid environment could be a concern.
The WPC Czech company will offer wood-plastic terraces, hollow or full terrace boards, accessories to the boards
and other interesting products.
Wooden and plastic WPC terraces will be presented also by PROFI TERASY, which is already a traditional exhibitor
of the FOR GARDEN Trade Fair.
A traditional exhibitor at this trade fair is, last but not least, also ROLUX žaluzie, having a long-term tradition of its
own production of shading technologies and aluminium fence systems. Its exposition will not be missing a pergola
either.
Conservatories, pergolas and shelters can be supplied to you also by the Slovakia-based firm MONT-ALU, which
is to present its offer at the trade fair already for the second time.
Its products can be used in your garden for creation of a pleasant place for relaxation and rest with your friends as
well.
Please do not worry about improvisations and thinking out suboptimal solutions, and come to see and get advice
from leading Czech as well as foreign firms instead, as they will be glad to make your dreams come true.
www.for-garden.cz

